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About This Game

A simple quiz game to test your knowledge of the fifty states of the United States of America.

The game offers six quizzes on different topics associated with the U.S. states and a library to prepare for these quizzes
conveniently at one place.

Features

'Map' quiz
Classic one. You'll need to locate a state on the map.

'Shapes' quiz
Identify a state based on how its borders are shaped. The tricky part is that there's no location or size reference.

'Capitals' quiz
Guess the capital city of each state. Don't forget, it's not always the biggest one.

'Nicknames' quiz
Having a nickname is an important feature of each U.S. state. Can you name them all?

'Flags' quiz
Think of a state flag as a picture of its main symbols and you'll have no problem with this quiz.
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'Mottos' quiz
What are the words that states identify with?

Library
This is a place where you can directly or indirectly find all the answers to the questions present in the quizzes. Use it for

studying before jumping to quizzes or as a review of your answers. It's up to you.
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pretty decent little game; the only thing i dislike about it, is that the resolution is odd,. I found this game to be unique and
entertaining. If you like progressive house, vertical platforming and decent challenge then you should definitely get it..
THUMBS IN THE MIDDLE*. Got this for £0.49. All you do is move a block around letters and it's a bit difficult but despite
that I'm really enjoying this. Got it cheap thankfully. Got alot of negetive review but ... to each thier own.. Its pretty good for a
quick time waster! How the game works can throw you off a little bit if you've come from playing other XL games like Righty
Tighty, but its pretty easy once you get the hang of it.
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Vol 2 is better but this is good. Play this game. It's good!. This game..... is awesome! Freedom Force vs the3rd Reich is an older
game that involves comibbook tropes, hilarious voice acting, Avengers-esque teamwork 9though if you go to sites like
Heroforce and Force of Paradox, you can make the actual Avengers!) but the shining gem of it is just the customability of it. If
you havent finished the campaign, I highly recommend ou finish that, then you can start building a collection of character
models such as Iron Man, Black Panther, Batman, Superman etc. But the great thing about it is the community behind it, and if
you want to share your voice on this game (wether its just general questions or just want to hangout with some pretty upstanding
users, go to Freedom Reborn! (http://freedomreborn.net/forums/index.php?board=30.0)
. It was OK; could have been better. The sound/music wasn't the best chosen at times, but ok, so what. The visuals were 'usually'
ok but, at times, were totally confusing. The puzzles, for the most part, made logical sense and were fun to solve. Others,
however, let's just say, not so much. No reason to go into each mess that was created by the programmers but let's just say that
you will probably be going to a walk-through from time to time. With that said, it was still entertaining. It won't be remembered
or talked about much but it entertained me for 16 hours and it was only 5 bucks.
It's well worth the ride if you have nothing better on your plate.. This was go to game when back in the day and i still like it now
but i am not into it anymore.
+ origin stories are not bad.. short and expensive but still worth it. Love this game. The puzzle of figuring out teh right supply
routs to maximize profits = Win!
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